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Unit
Date dug 07/07/08

Locus
End levels

Over unit(s)

Reg. Levels

Under unit(s)

Volume

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Medium brown, clumpy, rocky, compact

Pottery wt. 280 g

Ldm
Span N/A

Description and extent

Topsoil

Shaded areas not being dug.

- levels are from datum point which is a piece of rebar at the base of the tel.
Kedesh

Unit STP002

Date dug 07/07/68

Locus

NE 2.54
NW 2.52
SE 2.61
SW 2.62

End levels

Beg. Levels SE 2.57

Under unit(s)

NW 2.31

Volume

UNA 65

(65 unsifted)

Pottery wt. A209

Other finds

Ldm

N/A

Span

Description and extent

topsoil
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Unit: STP 2.001  Date dug: 07/08/08  Locus

Beg. Levels
- NN: -0.98
- NW: -0.86
- SW: -1.21
- SE: -1.18

End levels
- E: -1.19
- W: -1.08

Under unit(s)

Over unit(s)

Volume: 44

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Brown, dry, clumpy w/ rocks

Pottery wt.

Other finds

Ldm
Span

Description and extent

Topsoil of first half of NE quadrant of STP 2.

Diagram of excavation area with dimensions and orientation.
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Unit  STP 2, 002  Date dug  07/09/08  Locus

Beg. Levels  E -1.19  End levels  E -1.34
W -1.10  W -1.28

Under unit(s)

Volume  740

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Brown, dry, clumpy, with rocks

Pottery wt.  Other finds

Ldm
Span

Description and extent

Topsoil of second half of NE
2x2 quadrant in STP 2.
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Unit STP 2.003
NE 1.27
NW 1.23

Date dug 07/09/08

Beg. Levels SE 1.34
SW 1.28

Locus NE 1.40
NW 1.40

Under unit(s) 001, 002

Over unit(s)

End levels SE 1.42
SW 1.42

Volume 460

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Medium brown, crumbly, rocky

Pottery wt.

Ldm
Span

Other finds

1763 - Bore x 3

Description and extent

A pass over the entire 2x2 square.
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Unit  S1P 2.004  Date dug  07/09/09
     NE 1.40
     NW 1.40
Beg. Levels  SE 1.42
             SW 1.42
Under unit(s)

Volume   62

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Medium reddish brown, fine, a few smaller than fist-sized rocks

Pottery wt.

Ldm
Span

Other finds

1764 - Bone × 4

Description and extent

A 10 cm pass over the entire 1 x 2 meter square of S1P 2.
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Unit: STP 2.005  Date dug: 07/09/08

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beg. Levels:

Under unit(s):

Volume: 24

Soil: color, texture, inclusions:
- Red brown, semi-compact, with stones

Pottery wt.:

Ldm
Spaa

Other finds

Description and extent:

Another pass over the NE 2x2m quadrant of STP 2.
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Unit STP 2.004
Date dug 07/09/08

Beg. Levels
NE - 1.56
NW - 1.58
SE - 1.75
SW - 1.69

Locus
NE - 1.70
NW - 1.75
SE - 1.85
SW - 1.78

End levels

Under unit(s)
Volume 21

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Red-brown, semi-compact, with stones

Pottery wt.

Ldm
Span

Other finds

Description and extent
Another pass over the NE 2x2m quadrant of STP 2.
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Unit STP2.007  Date dug 07/09/08

Beg. Levels
NE - 1.96
NW - 1.75
SE - 1.86
SW - 1.78

Under unit(s)

Volume

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Red-brown, semi-compact, with stones

Pottery wt.

Ldm  Span

Description and extent
Another pass over the NE 2x2m quadrant of STP2.

Locus
NE - 1.87
NW - 1.83
SE - 1.90
SW - 1.88

Over unit(s)
Kedesh

Unit: STP 2.088
Date dug: 07/09/08

Locus:
NE = 1.96
NW = 1.94
SE = 2.02
SW = 1.96

Begin. Levels:
NE = 1.87
NW = 1.83
SE = 1.90
SW = 1.88

End levels:
SE = 2.02
SW = 1.96

Under unit(s):

Volume: 54
44/74 sifted

Soil: color, texture, inclusions:
Semi-compact, red-brown with hand-head sized rocks

Pottery wt.:
Ldm
Span

Other finds:

Description and extent:
Another pass over the NE 2x2m quadrant of STP 2.